
 
Dear members of Mwendo Congo, 
 
The LAV staff along with the girls and boys at LAV learned that today you will be 
celebrating the success of project SHE to provide dormitory rooms for female students 
and their children while pursuing their training at the LAV center in Bukavu. 
 
We say a huge thank you to the Board of Mwendo Congo which has agreed to 
integrate the project SHE in its priorities of 2016 -2017. Thank you also to the 
Education Working Group which has engaged in many strategies in order to raise the 
funds. 
  
Thanks to different donors who have acted with compasion and love so that congolese 
victims of sexual violence and victims of insecurities benefit from a calm, clean and 
safe space while in training at LAV. The dormitory rooms have an impact in the 
psychological and social rehabilitation of our lives after being traumatized and loosing 
our dignity to the horrors of war.  
 
Dear donors, understand how much your contributions have answered the need of 
congolese children who needed a safe place to stay during their mother’s training. Our 
house is beautiful, with clean rooms and bathrooms. Soon we will move in and our 
kids will be very happy to play in the big play room while us, their mothers, will be in 
training to prepare their future.  
 
My name is Sifa: I am happy to have this beautiful place during my training at Let 
Africa Live with my son David. Thank you to Mwendo Congo and all donors. 
 
-I am Zawadi from Nidja: This is the first time in my life I will live in a safe house with 
metal doors and windows. I will be safe here. Asante sana. 
 
-Rebecca: Everything is good. I am surprised to hear how this will be my room with my 
daughter Hélène during my training at LAV. For all who contributed, receive my 
gratitude and be blessed. 
 
-Bintu:  On behalf of my Children and I, this safe and beautiful room inspired my life. I 
will work hard after my training at LAV to build my own house. Mwendo Congo 
members and all donners ,you are my friends.  

  
 Life is good when we are happy but it is even better when others are happy because 
of us. Nothing is more important than being a way of benediction to others. Happy 
celebration. 
 
LAV staff 


